CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

4.1. CONCLUSION

In this chapter, the writer wanted to give conclusion that had been taking previously based on the analysis that had been done by the writer. After analyzing Youtube video by Sacha Stevenson, the writer found the types of Code-Switching in her videos based on Poplack’s theory. There are three types of Code-Switching, such as: Tag Switching, Intrasentential Switching and Intersentential Switching.

In the YouTube videos, Sacha Stevenson spoke two languages: English and Indonesian. The used of other languages or using one or two different language also refered as Code-Switching. The first Code-Switching was Tag Switching, it was of type of confirmation in sentence. This tag did not change the meaning of the sentence. The second was Intrasentential Switching. It occured in one sentence or clause, in two different language used in and in insertion word or sentence. The third was Intersentential Switching. It happened when the speaker must be able to speak two languages.

Refering to the dominant types of Code-Switching, in the first video, entitled 10 kesalahan org Indonesia kalo pake Bahasa Inggris, the writer found 2 Tag Switchings, 10 Intrasentential Switching and 5 Intersentential Switchings. In the second video entitled Cara Bikin Youtube Channel-Alat, the writer found 3 Tag Switchings, 15 Intrasentential Switchings, and 3 Intersentential Switchings. In the first and second
video, they were found that Intrasentential switching was the most dominant type of Code-Switching that was used by Sacha Stevenson.

4.2. SUGGESTION

The writer wanted to give some suggestions for those who read this paper. In analyzing Code-Switching, students must analyze carefully because sometimes the mistakes occurs when making the sentence or speaking.

For readers especially students of English Department, they must learn and analyze Code-Switching as deep as possible because Code-Switching will help in communicating especially in speaking. It also suggested for the readers to get further information and try to analyze the Code-Switching deeper so it can be applied in their daily life.

Finally, for the next researcher, he or she should have found any information about Code-Switching and read as many books as possible so have not just only referred to one book as the reference. Reading from some experts sources in order not to have misunderstanding about the Code-Switching. The writer hoped that this paper will give some contributions and informations for the future researcher.